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 CARRARA  
       simply    INCREDIBILE

Come to experience a different and charming reality, made of fatigue and 
cleverness, old sweat and modern technology, with breathtaking scenery 

and panoramas making it true and unreal at the same time. 
To organize your event in a unique place in the world  

is a sign of creativity and wanting to offer your guests something  
to celebrate and remember for a long time,  

an experience that will remain intimately lived,  
even if shared with colleagues or friend. 

The amazed looks of your guests, their tangible emotion, will make you 
understand that it is not enough to treat common professional topics  
to consolidate a relationship, personal or work, but you must make it 

reborn every time,  
and every time, together.

NOT CUSTOMERS BUT GUESTS



We had the privilege of organizing events for:

…, to make our experience for photo-shooting available to:



…and to provide our services to:

ANNALISA & MISTER RAIN



Your event inside the marble
 half  day packages available every day with our 

 Land Rover Defender (8+1 seats each) 
offers valid for groups of  30 persons at least

00:00 Meeting with the guide at the motorway’s exit of  Carrara.

00:10 Transfer with your motor coach towards the marble quarries. During the trip all the social and 
historical information about the area will be provided.

00:35 Stopover along the road for a coffee-break and to provide you the helmets and the high visibility vests.

00:50 Off  road excursion crossing tortuous and very steep roads, to reach in few minutes the highest quarries, up 
to 1000 mt. altitude. Guided tour of  many, different active quarries (open sky quarries, as a well 
developed & underground), providing all the information related to marble excavating and transportation 
techniques (from Roman times to the present).

01:40 Stop inside a quarry to enjoy a Prosecco glass.

02:10 Off  road excursion carry on to come back to the place where we can drop off  the helmets and the vests. 
Shopping time.

02:30 Transfer with your motor coach towards the motorway’s of  Carrara.

End of  our services.

The offer includes: 
- 1 half day guided tour by 4x4 vehicles 
- 1 prosecco glass served inside a quarry

€ 45,00/person 

N.B: the half  day guided tours must, absolutely, finish before 01:00 AM or begin not earlier than 01:30 PM. 
Our invoices are subject to the special laws of  tourism (Art. 74-ter of  Dpr n. 633/72) -DM n.340/1999 –  

 VAT will not be unbundled and non-deductible
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The Marble emotion - upgrades

ANCILLARY SERVICES SUPPLEMENT

Seafood “cruditées” served inside a quarry with Prosecco 
Oysters and prawns € 20,00/pax

cold lunch at a “larderia” in Colonnata village 
Lardo di Colonnata IGP, different local cold cuts & cheeses served on trays - vegetables pies - tomatoes salad - 
bottled water, soft drinks, wine and coffee

€ 25,00/pax

cold lunch (standing) served inside a quarry 
Lardo di Colonnata IGP, different local cold cuts & cheeses served on trays - vegetables pies - tomatoes salad - 
bottled water, soft drinks, wine and coffee

€ 30,00/pax

cold lunch (sitting) served inside a quarry 
Lardo di Colonnata IGP, different local cold cuts & cheeses served on trays - vegetables pies - tomatoes salad - 
bottled water, soft drinks, wine and coffee

€ 42,00/pax

lunch at restaurant in Colonnata village 
Plate of  Lardo and pickled meat - zucchini flowers stuffed with ham and ricotta cheese - vegetables pies - Eggplants 
Parmigiana - Crêpes with zucchini - Ravioli with fresh  tomatoes and basil - Borage Lasagnette with sausage ragout 
Milk pig baked with sweet and sour onions - Boneless rabbit stewed with Lardo - roasted potatoes  
Dessert - bottled water, wine and coffee

€ 45,00/pax

warm lunch (sitting) served inside a quarry 
Menu and service on demand s.q.

Entertainment inside a quarry 
Live music and/or entertainment on demand

s.q.


